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DATRON Digital Experience Session
23rd March 2022, 2 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
Milling for beginners and switchers
With DATRON next you control your productivity like a smartphone

{BRIEFANREDE[std:Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren]},
Concentrated knowledge summarized for you in an entertaining way: This is what the DATRON
Digital Experience Sessions stand for. Experience "the Best of" DATRON next control in March
and see that industrial high-speed milling is easier to learn than any other solution.

Are you a milling beginner?
Then you can use DATRON next to control a 3-axis CNC milling machine in the shortest possible
time via the intuitively understandable software. Operate DATRON next as easily as your
smartphone. Wizard functionalities and the integrated camera guide you through the milling
program in just a few steps. Let yourself be guided to the corresponding functions by selfexplanatory icons and realistic tools, components, etc. displayed in 3D

Are you already a milling professional?
Then see for yourself how, while simply to understand, you are dealing with a full-fledged control
system that meets even the highest industrial demands. DATRON next gives you comprehensive
access to the parameters and to the inner behavior of the machine. Using the integrated editor,
you can, for example, create complex milling strategies and make necessary adjustments in
existing programs. The programming language allows you to create programs with loops and
conditions. In addition, extensive technology functions are available to you for controlling the
dynamic behavior, contour smoothing or the spraying system.
A control that adjusts to any experience level and saves precious time? That is DATRON next!

During the Digital Experience Session, our DATRON experts will of course be available to
answer your questions via live chat.
Do you have questions about the DATRON Digital Experience Sessions? Write to us at
experience@datron.de.
We are looking forward to meeting you!
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